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2018Sunday, November 22, 2013 "If you think the world is a dangerous place now, it
wasn't always like this. Why does this evil still exist? That part of me is still a kid."

"There's always something to do." "It's very simple. You start from the centre. You travel
until you don't feel like you're going anywhere." "It's because we're no longer a

community. We're not one of a kind. We're all different." “..you can never be too old, or
too young.” “If you're in love, you're in love. If you want to make love, you make love.

Don't worry about anything else.”Q: How do I add a preview image for a quickform
field_preview option? I'm trying to add an image to a quickform's field_preview option.

I'm coming from a button situation, which I'm assuming is very similar
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I'm a programmer new to C. I have 4 "if" statements in a program that I have yet to get to display
the output I was expecting. I've tried Googling the problem to no avail and the only things that I've
been able to figure out are that I am a newbie and that my code is wrong. if (user1 == 'y' || user2 ==
'y' || user3 == 'y' || user4 == 'y') { printf("The correct answer is y"); } if (user1 == 'n' || user2 == 'n' ||
user3 == 'n' || user4 == 'n') { printf("The correct answer is n"); } if (user1 == 'f' || user2 == 'f' ||
user3 == 'f' || user4 == 'f') { printf("The correct answer is f"); } if (user1 == 'g' || user2 == 'g' || user3
== 'g' || user4 == 'g') { printf("The correct answer is g"); } I'm looking for the output to be one of
each of the 4 options for the user and the output to say what the correct option is for each of the 4
choices. Right now the output is always: The correct answer is n Thanks A: Cases are matched by a
= operator, not by ==. if (user1 == 'y' || user2 == 'y' || user3 == 'y' || user4 == 'y') { printf("The
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